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SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Social Science Research Council Archives-The records ofthe SSRC are now available at
the Rockefeller Archive Center in North Tarrytown, New York. Materials include records of
governing bodies, staff memoranda, committee, conference and workshop documents, and
fellowship and grant materials. Those interested in conducting research should write to the
Director, Rockefeller Archive Center, 15 Dayton Avenue, North Tarrytown, NY 10591, with a
description of their projects.

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS:
Erik Brandt (University ofNijmegen) is pursuing doctoral research on ''Culture and violence:
Anthropologists studying violent confrontation in Highland New Guinea and the Balkans."
James Goodman (Rutgers University) is pursuing a project on liberals and radicals who
changed their minds about race, 1965-1995.
John P. Jackson (Forida State University) is pursuing doctoral research on the social scientists
(including Robert Redfield) who were active in the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund's
campaign to desegregate schools in the United States, culminating in the Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. Topeka Board of Education.
Maria Lepowsky (University of Wisconsin) is carrying on research on the career of
Charlotte Gower, one of the early doctorates of the University of Chicago, who taught at
Wisconsin during the 1930s, travelled in China after being fired from Wisconsin in 1937, and
subsequently worked as an analyst for the CIA.
David Madden (Ohio State University) is pursuing research on a dissertation tentatively
entitled "How American anthropologists transformed discipline into institutions to protect
intellectual autonomy, 1945-1963."
Suzanne Marchand (Princeton) is pursuing a project on ''Ethnographic Romanticism and
the Decline ofthe West: German Primitivism and Exoticism, 1880-1970).
Rebecca Pels (University of Virginia) is at work on a doctoral dissertation, tentatively
entitled "Creating African studies: The politics of area studies in the U.S. 1945-65"
BffiLIOGRAPHICA ARCANA
I. Recent Dissertations (Ph.D. except where otherwise indicated)

Lee D. Baker (Temple University, 1994). "The role of anthropology in the social construction
ofrace, 1896-1954"
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